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The OpenBlue Innovation Center and Future of Smart Buildings
Johnson Controls
recently opened its
OpenBlue Innovation
Center in Singapore.
The objective with the
Innovation Center is to
create a future-ready
built environment
for Singapore and
the region through
a unique focus on the intersection of technology,
people and space. It will achieve that through a fourprong approach:
1. Forming partnerships with key local research
organizations to leverage Johnson Controls’ deep
domain expertise in building technologies (such as
heating, ventilation, air-condition, lights, and security)
to accelerate innovation in software engineering
and product development. Key areas include
edge devices, Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial
Intelligence (AI).
2. Working with property developers and building
owners to create “cognitive buildings” or thinking
buildings that can understand, or even predict,
occupants’ preferred ambient settings and
recognize space usage patterns. Such innovation
will improve energy usage, increase the commercial
attractiveness of the property, and enhance its
environmental, social and governance (ESG) metrics.
This is done through collaboratively developing
solutions that apply advanced algorithms to a mash
of data sets collected from Johnson Controls’ open
platform of building solutions, consumer wearables,
networked devices, location data and Johnson
Controls Digital Twin.
3. Building an ecosystem comprising lifestyle, fitness
and smart furniture datapoints. The data can be used
for designing business and personal spaces. For
example, a workplace with flexible furniture can be
configured into “pods” for private videoconferencing
or extended to become “conversation lounges” for
small group collaboration. Building occupants can
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also benefit from timed artificial lighting that mimics
the changing natural lights throughout the day.
4. Engaging with professional bodies to deliver the
new applications that impact the sustainability and
resilience of local properties, as well as setting the
standards for delivery of professional services in this
field.
As a technology company, we are looking to
integrate design and human-centric perspectives.
We’ve noticed architects taking on a stronger
approach to map out and define persona-specific
user experiences; and in the process shaping
the design of the space to provide optimal user
experiences and the needs of the occupants. To
address this, the OpenBlue Innovation Center will
be an incubator, testing AI models to achieve key
outcomes including higher tenant satisfaction,
energy optimization, predictive maintenance, remote
diagnostics, reduced operating costs, and increased
facility management productivity. The center will also
adopt design thinking to engage stakeholders so that
they will be able to leverage core design concepts
such as identifying pain points, solution mapping,
and creating user (persona) journeys to design a
“human centric building”.
The OpenBlue Innovation Center envisions the
future of the built environment to be sustainable
and resilient. The Center will accelerate digital
transformation and adoption of technology and
practices to enable customers, partners and other
ecosystem stakeholders to reduce carbon-intensity.
The center will be a living laboratory, testing,
developing and showcasing sustainable, resilient
built environment technologies, which include smart
indoor air quality; human-centric flexible layout
and active design; biophilic design; and noise and
acoustics management — all to help pandemic-proof
a workplace, a critical factor in the current climate.
Contributed by Leslie Wong, Head of Digital
Solutions Ecosystem, APAC, Johnson Controls.
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SCAVAI: Going Beyond AV
Ambran Abu Bakar is a familiar figure for most of the AV and Smart City
industries in Southeast Asia, Greater China and the Middle East. Ambran’s
work has mainly revolved around AV and Smart City consultancy where he had
worked with renowned names in the industry. After years of working in the field,
he decided to break out on his own with A2Y Consulting Sdn Bhd in Malaysia
in 2006. He made his first one million ringgit in 2007. He was then headhunted
by Cisco Systems Dubai to be their Smart City Technology Advisor in 2008
followed by Cisco Systems Hong Kong in 2010. He took a sabbatical break
from 2011 to 2014. Following that he assisted a renowned AV system integrator
in Astar, University of Reading Malaysia and Pinewood Studio for a year. He
then purchased an International Consulting franchise from 2015 to 2017. On 8th
August 2017, Ambran launched SCAVAI and the company celebrated its third
year of operations this year, which has seen the company grow in strength. SI
Asia catches up with Ambran about SCAVAI and its future.
What inspired you to start SCAVAI?
SCAVAI is an acronym for Smart City Audio Visual
Artificial Intelligence. I was inspired from my
experience working in a global consulting firm that
used to have 14,000 employees and having a great
infrastructure. I tried riding on another International
franchise and managed to see that we have to go
beyond employment and beyond franchise model
in order to scale the business to the next level. So
I decided to launch SCAVAI on 8th Aug 2017 and
aim to have 14,000 independent consulting business
owners to ride the wave with me.
What is the expertise provided by SCAVAI?
SCAVAI operates in countries and regions where
there is a lack of appreciation for the value of
professional services, such as design, planning and
consulting. Many organisations and decision makers
expect such services to be included, free of charge,
in the purchase of hardware, and most undervalue
these services and their importance to a successful
project. As a result, there are few design consulting
firms in Asia.
I feel SCAVAI can help many experienced individuals
to succeed by embarking onto SCAVAI Alliance via
SCAVAI Affiliate and SCAVAI Academy programmes.
SCAVAI is working on a Digital platform to automate
the certification and training modules under SCAVAI
biz platform. It is unfortunate to see how experienced
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business and technology experts have been lowly
recognised for their contribution in their respective
industries.
SCAVAI is an independent consulting firm, meeting
the need for design firms that recommend bestof-breed solutions rather than solutions tied to the
products offered by one or two suppliers. Being
independent is more of a challenge, but we think it is
best for us, the pro-AV industry, Smart City industry
and AI industry in the long run.
Are you able to share your working model for
SCAVAI?
The challenges of being an independent consultant
in Asia and the Middle East has forced SCAVAI
to innovate and adapt, and that has opened new
opportunities for us. For example, SCAVAI relies
heavily on highly experienced independent experts.
These experts allow us to offer high quality services
and expertise without having to maintain a large staff.
In turn, the wide range of expertise and capabilities
that we assembled as independent experts allows us
to offer a much broader range of services than most
design technology consultants can offer.
Designing and planning smart cities and smart
building typically requires a broad range of
consultants with expertise in specific areas, such as
mechanical engineers, AV engineers, IT engineers,
NOVEMBER 2020
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energy and so on. Keeping such a broad range
of experts on the payroll is very expensive. But,
SCAVAI is able to offer smart city and smart building
consulting at a much lower overall cost, without
compromising quality, because of our franchise,
affiliate and academy service offerings to both
business entities and individuals.
The range of services that we offer and the
capabilities we can provide has been expanding,
driven by customer demand combined with new
experts wanting to work with us. SCAVAI, for
example, has been seeing growing demand for
our services from the healthcare providers and
the healthcare industry. That growing demand has
resulted in SCAVAI expanding beyond Southeast
Asia and China and attracting more independent
consultants with medical and healthcare expertise,
which has generated further healthcare opportunities
for us.
Using of franchise and affiliate business models are
just a few of many things SCAVAI do to deliver high
quality services at a cost that local organisations in
Asia and the Middle East are willing to accept.
In which countries is SCAVAI currently operating
in?
SCAVAI has 60 independent consultants across
10 countries with new C-Suite level in Singapore
HQ, three regional heads covering APAC, EMEA

The Singapore SCAVAI Team

and America markets and eight newly appointed
Country heads. Because quality is so important to
SCAVAI, we only work through our own offices and
operations. We currently have offices in Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia,Cambodia, China, Qatar, UAE,
Poland, Germany and India. We are seeing strong
interest from the Gulf region especially, but we are
expanding carefully to ensure that quality is not
compromised.
Can you share about projects SCAVAI has been
involved in?
Most of SCAVAI’s clients are Multi National
Companies like McKinsey, DRW Chicago Bank,
Dyson, Smiths Medical, Microsoft, JLL, CBRE,
Meinhardt etc. We do have government projects
like Singapore’s Public Utilities Board, Changi
Airport, Batam Airport, Jakarta Airport, Singapore
Management University, Singapore Power, GIC etc.
We do have smaller projects like Yong Sheng Digital
Façade & Gallery, Noble Service Apartment, where
we are only doing technical AV, digital transformation
design, or other niche technical consulting, but
our strategic focus is on winning larger projects
where we can offer a broader range of services
and fully leverage the skill team of experts we have
assembled.
SCAVAI's name comes from the initials for the
three key areas of focus for the firm: Smart Cities,
Audio-Visual and Artificial Intelligence. To date, the
projects we have undertaken have been focused
mostly in AV, but the smart city and AI sides
of the business are definitely growing. We
are seeing a growing need for organisations
in Southeast Asia to take advantage of
technology to transform their business. The
impact of COVID-19 has helped to accelerate
the interest in digital transformation. There
is a huge opportunity for local organisations
to leverage AV, IT, AI, the Internet and
other technologies. Understanding all these
differing technologies and how they can
fit together to make an organization more
efficient and effective is a huge challenge, but
SCAVAI is up to the challenge."
www.scavai.org
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SenseTime Transforms the Xiang Lake Running Trail to AR Wonderland
Utilizing AI technology, the smart analysis system
along the trail can track a user’s statistics including
pace, stride, distance and calorie burn for runners
using the app to keep track of their personal fitness.
In addition to features designed for runners, the app
also brings the culture and history of Xiang Lake to
life through AR technology. Visitors arriving at the
designated location along the trail can unlock AR
treasures with the app as if going on a treasure hunt.

CHINA: SenseTime, a leading artificial intelligence
(AI) company, launched new AI+AR features which
bring a series of smart and interactive applications to
visitors and runners at the Xiang Lake Running Trail
in Hangzhou. This marks another major achievement
in SenseTime’s journey to empower cultural tourism
after the recent introduction of Augmented Reality
(AR) navigation to the West Lake in Hangzhou.
The running trail at Xiang Lake is known as the
“Hangzhou’s best greenway” with mesmerizing
views of the lake surrounded by flowers and
greens. Located in Hangzhou, China, Xiang Lake
is a gorgeous place to relax and exercise, it is
also known as the sister lake to the West Lake in
Hangzhou. To bring a brand-new experience to both
sports lovers and visitors, new elements of culture
and technology were introduced recently. Visitors
can now enjoy personalized fitness assistant features
as well as fun, interactive AR applications after
registering on the “Xiang Lake Tourism mobile app
with facial recognition.

Furthermore, SenseTime created engaging virtual
bullet screens at the Dingshan Square and Shandao
Beach, where visitors can leave virtual messages
using their phones, read ones left by others, and
experience the marvel of technology which breaks
the boundaries of time and space.
To elevate the overall running experience, visitors
arriving at the trail are able to securely deposit their
belongings at the smart lockers with a simple face
scan, or seek running guidance and customize
personalized routes from SenseTime’s AI Digital
Human, emulating a human personal trainer before
their run. Visitors can also pose in front of the AR
photo booth which supports fun special effects for a
photo to mark this trip.
As people become more conscious about their
health and fitness in today’s society, SenseTime
is committed to introduce fun, interactive features
with its AI+AR/MR application offerings to transform
people’s exercise experience. Through the use of
these modern technologies, SenseTime hopes to
enrich the lifestyle and culture for the community
by creating engaging experience for all to promote
health and well being.
SenseTime has presence in Hong Kong, Mainland
China, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Indonesia,
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Taiwan and
Macau.
www.sensetime.com
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Lord of the Drinks Kolkata Delivers High-Energy Entertainment with JBL
Sound Frame. “The JBL Professional networked
audio system we installed ensures class-leading
tonal quality, power response and sustainability.
This dynamic setup provides the clarity and volume
required in full-house scenarios.”

INDIA: Sound Frame recently outfitted Lord of the
Drinks’ Kolkata location with a complete HARMAN
Professional audio system to provide exceptional
audio quality and coverage for patrons.

With 12 outlets across India, Lord of the Drinks
is one of the most highly rated nightclubs in the
country. Located in the South City Mall, Lord of
the Drinks Kolkata is a new fine dining lounge and
bar that becomes a high-energy nightclub in the
evenings. With ceilings stretching over 24 feet above
its patrons, it’s the tallest bar in Kolkata. Lord of the
Drinks hired Sound Frame to install a state-of-theart sound system that wouldn’t distract from the
aesthetics of the elegant design.
It was imperative that Sound Frame worked around
the height of the space as well as an elevated DJ
booth and bar seating. They also had to ensure
that the sound system would not obstruct important
decorative elements on the walls, a request from the
designer of the space. To accomplish this, Sound
Frame worked within the space restrictions and
negotiated with the Lord of the Drinks’ designer to
situate the sound system. They were able to carve
out space in the smoke lounge for the main front of
house subwoofers and loudspeakers were set in
place via a steel-rope suspension method rather than
traditional wall mounts.
“The client requested a versatile solution that could
deliver superior sound through the venue,” said
Milind Raorane, Electro-Acoustic Design Consultant,
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Sound Frame installed four AM7215/95 loudspeakers
to provide even, balanced coverage throughout
the main dining area. Two ASB6128 subwoofers
provide additional low-end support for powerful
bass. Two EON615/230 PA speakers were selected
for their portable size and Bluetooth control. A
Crown-DCI Amplification system consisting of two
GDCI4X1250N-U-IN power amplifiers and one
GDCI2X2400N-U-IN DriveCore series amplifier,
chosen for their versatility and compact size, was
also installed. These were tuned with a BSS-BLU100
DSP 12x8 signal processor with BLU link and a
DBX260V Drive Rack loudspeaker management
system.
“We were initially going to have another solution,”
said Amit Bajoria, Owner, Lord of the Drinks Kolkata.
“However, we then met the team from HARMAN
Professional Solutions who suggested the new JBL
Professional AE Series speakers, which we ultimately
chose. I am very happy with the sound system and
its performance. We get loud and clear output from
the speakers, and the subwoofers are amazing."

pro.harman.com
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LEA Professional Brings a Community to the Cloud in Tel-Aviv

one smaller space. The center hosts music and art
classes, live performances, lectures and various
other community-led activities. The team at Charmer
Group was committed to providing the center a
flexible, high-performance audio system that could
be enjoyed by all.

ISRAEL: Established in 1991, Mandel Cultural Center
is a community space located in the Jaffa Region
of Israel. The center caters to the needs of the
local community, and because of its prime location
beside one of the largest stadiums in Israel, it is in
high demand for private functions. For this project
TechTop Marketing, the largest importer in Israel for
professional audio equipment worked with Charmer
Group, Israel’s leading AVL systems installers to
dramatically upgrade the facility's audio system
using LEA Professional solutions.“Once Charmer
Group recognized the team behind LEA Professional,
they knew the technology and solutions provided
would be nothing short of revolutionary,” explained
Shimon Pick, Director at TechTop Marketing. “LEA
has a huge depth of pro audio experience behind
them, and going into a significant local project like
this, that level of expertise is incredibly reassuring to
all parties involved."
What initially started as a system upgrade led to
a complete new install in the center with Charmer
Group choosing four CONNECT SERIES amplifiers
from LEA Professional, including three Network
Connect CS704 amps, and one Network Connect
CS352. Perfectly suited for small- to-medium scale
installations, these two-, four-, and eight-channel
amps feature direct HiZ (70V or 100V) or LoZ
selectable by channel. With three ways to connect,
integrators can engage the built-in Wi-Fi access
point, connect to the venue’s Wi-Fi, or use the FAST
Ethernet to connect to any local area network via
Cat5 or Cat6 cable.
Mandel Cultural Center is a 200-person multifunctional space that is split into one large room and
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“I am very open-minded when it comes to new
technologies,” explained Babu Levy, Co-Founder of
Charmer Group. “We had initially looked at a different
amplifier company for the project but when we
were introduced to the LEA Professional products,
including the Cloud control functionality, I knew we
could better serve the venue and the community with
their technology.”
With industry-leading solutions, all LEA Professional
amplifiers leverage the built-in Amazon Web
Services (AWS) IoT Core. The cloud platform allows
integrators, such as Charmer Group, to control
and monitor critical operational data points that are
integral to maintaining system health securely and
remotely. Individual amplifiers or entire venues of
amps can be accessed and controlled securely, from
anywhere in the world without the need to VPN into a
Local Area Network.
“For us at Charmer Group, we don’t want a
system that requires intense training and set up,”
commented Levy. “From the first time we saw LEA’s
amps in action we knew this was a product we could
easily implement into many of our projects. They’re
just easy to work with and you can tell these products
were manufactured with integrators in mind.”
For David Budge, Founder of Blue5 Technology- LEA
Professional’s representative in EMEA, this project
marks the beginning of a strong growth journey in
the region. “The demand for LEA Professional in the
region is beyond anything we could have imagined,”
commented Budge. “Cloud technology has never
been more integral to a functioning society then it is
today and we look forward to collaborating on more
projects in the region over the coming months.”
www.leaprofessional.com
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d&b audiotechnik Chosen to Educate the Next Generation of Sound Professionals

SINGAPORE: German audio technology and

solution company d&b audiotechnik was chosen to
educate and inspire music students at Singapore’s
prestigious Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music
during the Mix With YST (MWY) 2020 workshop.
d&b conducted three seminars over the course of
three days providing students with a comprehensive
guide to the basic principles of acoustics and the
capabilities of immersive sound technology.
Leading the seminars was d&b’s Asia Pacific team
lead, Gareth Kelbrick, who has over a decade
of experience in the professional audio industry.
Kelbrick used his passion towards sound technology
and his immense expertise to educate and mentor
future sound professionals through keynotes,
lessons, and sharing his real stories.
“We specifically chose d&b to facilitate this course
because they lead the way in the pro audio industry
and are recognized globally for producing highperforming, reliable products,” said Zhou Xiao
Dong, Professor, Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of
Music. “d&b has achieved a superb reputation in the
educational domain, not to mention a great market
reputation in Singapore, so choosing them for this
course was second nature.”
“At d&b, we value the interest, passion and drive that
young people exude when they begin learning about
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our remarkable industry,” said Anand Narayanan,
President of APAC, d&b audiotechnik. “It is our
pleasure to spread knowledge and welcome such
collaborations with colleges and universities in order
to help expand the students’ education on the latest
innovative technologies such as ‘Soundscape’ and
strengthen the industry into the future.”
Kelbrick presented three seminars during MWY2020
from August 25-26 on different topics including
electroacoustics, line array theory, and immersive
technology. d&b is well-versed in these categories,
with its immersive sound technology, Soundscape,
recognized around the world for creating a unique
360-degree, immersive sound experience that is
incomparable.
“It was exciting for us to see so many enthusiastic
students attending the seminars, eager to learn
more about the industry,” said Kelbrick. “It was an
honour to be asked to present these courses, share
my insights and represent d&b, all while supporting
our goal to help nurture the next generation of audio
enthusiasts.”
Each live session was filled to capacity containing
30-40 students, but for those who could not attend,
the workshops were posted to the University’s
YouTube channel.
www.dbaudio.com
NOVEMBER 2020
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Barco Names Ingram Micro as a Regional Distribution Partner for ClickShare
Conference Solution

(L-R) Gan Ta Loong, Managing Director SEA, Barco;
Francis Choo, VP & CCE, ASEAN HK, Ingram Micro Asia
Ltd; Eunice Lau, Executive Managing Director, Singapore
Ingram Micro Asia Ltd

SEA: Barco has announced that it has partnered with

global technology distributor Ingram Micro to bring
the ClickShare Conference solution to enterprise
customers in Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, and
Indonesia. The revolutionary, hybrid-enabled Unified
Communication & Collaboration (UC&C) solution
allows organisations to embrace hybrid working by
connecting seamlessly with employees' preferred
devices and software to create more intuitive meeting
experiences in-person and remotely.
“Barco has always been committed to enabling
bright outcomes for its customers and onboarding
Ingram Micro strengthens our channel network in the
region, especially in UC&C and AV domains,” said
Gan Ta Loong, Managing Director, Barco South East
Asia. “In the new normal, hybrid workplaces have
become the norm and there is a strong focus on
deploying conferencing solutions to enable seamless
collaboration between employees in the office and
working remotely.”
With Ingram Micro's expertise and track record in
delivering technology to businesses, ClickShare
Conference will be available to ensure complete
engagement, outreach and service in the region.
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Speaking on the partnership, Francis Choo,
VP & CCE, ASEAN HK, Ingram Micro Asia
Ltd said, “We recognise the need for robust,
proven visualization and collaboration
solutions that enable, equip companies
in the region to transform to a hybrid and
remote working environment. Together
with our robust Unified Communication &
Collaboration portfolio, Barco enhances the
solution offering to help organisations adapt
to the current environment. The ClickShare
Conference solution will enable partners
and their customers to seamlessly connect
and meet from anywhere in the world, while
optimising existing conferencing solutions.”
As a leading distributor in the region, Ingram Micro
utilises its vast global infrastructure to deliver
cloud, mobility, technology lifecycle, supply chain
and technology solutions, to enable businesses to
operate efficiently and successfully in the markets
they serve.
ClickShare Conference works seamlessly with all
videoconferencing software, camera brands, laptops,
and most importantly, makes remote meeting as
intuitive as having a face-to-face meeting. Meeting
rooms equipped with ClickShare Conference enable
IT managers to embrace BYOD (Bring Your Own
Device) and BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) at the
workplace. ClickShare Conference is known for its
fully secure, easily accessible, manageable, and fully
compatible design and the first wireless collaboration
technology to obtain ISO 27001 Certification.
Barco has been focused on expanding its presence
in the Asia Pacific region, especially in the UC&C
space, as organisations seek to improve virtual
meeting experiences and productivity in response to
the pandemic.
www.barco.com
www.ingrammicro.com
NOVEMBER 2020
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BR-400 Power Rack allows up to
8 units of DPFX-700-TX modules to
be powered up by one central power
bus. Double sided adhesive tape and
the cable tie are provided in the
shipping group to be used to attach
the modules in the desired place.
*Purchase of whole system is available upon request.

Click
on the icon
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NEWS
IN BRIEF
QSC is pleased to announce Paul Lee has joined
QSC as APAC Business Development Manager –
Systems. In his new role, Paul will be responsible
for growing the Systems business in Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam. In addition, he
will work to improve service levels with end users
throughout APAC and will work closely to ensure
smooth and consistent deployment of QSC solutions
with their chosen integration partners.
www.qsc.com

Sonali Singh currently employed at HMPL
Consulting, India, has created a record of sorts by
becoming the first woman in India to attain her CTS-D
certification earned on 12th October 2020. Sonali
comments on her achievement, “Well as we know
that the AV Industry is one of the most interesting,
challenging and ever evolving industry. To be on par
with this demanding nature of the industry, one must
be aware of the AV Standards and Practices, the
latest Trends and Technologies in the AV Market and
to appease these goals, I can’t think of any relevant
platform other than attaining (CTSD/I) accreditation.”
www.avixa.org

Analog Way is pleased to announce that Guy de
Souza has joined the company as Vice President
for Asia. “Analog Way has ambitious growth plans
in Asia,” says Adrien Corso, CEO at Analog Way.
“We are thrilled to have Guy joining our team. I’m
convinced that his experience and leadership will
help us increase our reach and further build and
strengthen our customer and partner relationships in
the region.”
www.analogway.com

The HDBaseT Alliance, the cross-industry
association tasked with promoting and advancing
the HDBaseT standard, and Contributor member
SyncPro, the developer of CloudOS, are working
together to enable cloud connectivity capabilities
for HDBaseT products. With SyncPro’s CloudOS
support, HDBaseT manufacturers can add advanced
cloud-based features to their product line allowing
integrators and end-users to configure and install
their systems at a lower cost and shorter time.
www.hdbaset.org

Yealink completes strategic RGBlink investment,
since the memorandum signed in mid-2019. The
investment affirms both companies’ strategic
commitment and cooperation – both having a strong
foundation in research and development, albeit in
different sectors of the audiovisual market.
“In RGBlink, we at Yealink see more than an
investment. We see a partner that shares in a
similar heritage and that values the importance of
research and development as a core part of our
competitiveness. Our investment in RGBlink has
the promise to bring together our teams, enabling
sharing of experience and knowledge, so we both
can continue to develop industry-leading audiovisual
solutions and reach new customers,” said Yealink cofounder Lu Rongfu.
“We are honoured to be Yealink’s first investment,
and extremely pleased to have Yealink as an investor
in RGBlink. Thanks to Mr Lu and his team for their
encouragement and support of our fast-growing
company”, says Ben Hu, CEO & founder of RGBlink.
“Yealink is a global leader in video and voice
communications. We look forward to both leveraging
their experience and opportunities to collaborate
in advanced video technologies and to meet the
demands around the world for new and emerging
audiovisual solutions.”
www.rgblink.com
www.yealink.com
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EPOS launches
EXPAND 80 Series

Theis Moerk, Vice President of Product
Management, Enterprise Solutions, talks
about EPOS’ new EXPAND 80 speakerphone
series for the modern workspaces.
Tell us more about EXPAND 80 series.
Expand 80 is the latest series of speakerphone from EPOS,
using unique collaboration technologies to enable conferences
with excellent audio quality for both in-room participants and
those calling in from remote locations.

Does EXPAND 80 work with Microsoft Teams?
The EXPAND 80T is a variant of the EXPAND 80 Series that is
certified for Microsoft Teams. EXPAND 80T has a dedicated
Microsoft Teams button on the unit which launches the Teams
application instantly for a seamless and optimized Teams experience.

What kind of meeting rooms can the EXPAND 80 be used in?
EXPAND 80 unites colleagues and collaborators with a premium,
scalable Bluetooth speakerphone for up to 16 in-room participants
in small, medium and large sized meeting rooms.

What size of meeting rooms can the EXPAND 80T be used in?
The EXPAND 80T itself enables a Microsoft Teams certified
experience for up to 7 people in small meeting rooms.

Can the coverage of EXPAND 80 be expanded to involve
more in-room participants?
The EXPAND 80 Mic expansion microphone enables users to
expand their meetings and increase the number of participants
within medium meeting rooms (16 participants), large meeting rooms
(24 participants), and even larger meeting rooms (32 participants)
so that everyone can take part in the conversation and be heard
with confidence.

If one EXPAND 80 Mic is attached to the EXPAND 80T, a Microsoft
Teams certified experience for up to 11 people in medium-sized
meeting rooms is enabled.
If two EXPAND 80 Mics are attached, a Microsoft Teams certified
experience for up to 18 people in large meeting rooms is enabled.

Learn more about the EXPAND 80
eposaudio.com/expand-80
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Creativity Enhanced with Leyard TXC Series Concave Micro Pitch LED Display
processing capabilities
that can display 28 trillion
colours. It automatically
adapts to 50/60Hz signal
source, scans frame
by fame to improve
picture clarity, and has
high image resolution.
Images can be restored
pixel by pixel, clear and
sharp. It also performs
image noise reduction,
sharpening, colour
optimization and colour
temperature adjustment.
Leyard’s TX platform featuring micro-pitch LED is
the company’s newest series of products that inherit
the excellent performance of Leyard’s fine pitch LED
display. The TX series features pixel pitch sizes from
0.625 to 2.42 that are ideal for indoor 4K and 8K
resolution ranging in display sizes of 52 inches up to
540 inches, giving designers and integrators superior
creative flexibility.
The TXC series displays which are part of the TX
platform, offer a concave solution with a pixel pitch
of minimum 0.78mm for unparalleled visual effects.
The TXC displays minimum radius of the curvature is
1.5mm, with access to maintenance from the rear.
The TX series offers a range of technology
advantages. The common cathode drive mode
allows precise voltage control that helps reduce heat
generation and power consumption thereby also
improving the average life of the LEDs. Calibration
of brightness and colour can be done pixel-by-pixel
thus ensuring high precision and colour uniformity.
Central to the performance of the micro-pitch LEDs
is the Leyard master control. The master control
has strong video processing and correction data
calculation capabilities to output high-definition video
images. It has broadcast-quality video processing
technology, 10-bit grey scale and 16bit colour
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The TX platform offers
DCI P3 colour gamut which when compared to
Rec.709 offers a wider range of colours such as more
red and green colours and the blue is more precise.
HDR functions are supported to meet more display
requirements.
The TX series adopts a modular design, and the
control system supports 2K to 4K upgrades. Users
only need to replace the control module to upgrade
the screen from 2K to 4K.
The LED set-up offers “cable-less” connection with a
6-axis alignment. A uniform tool can be used for the
XYZ 6-axis adjustment between panels.
The TXC concave design offers designers the
ability to creatively install the displays to capture the
attention of viewers.
www.leyard.com
www.planar.com
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fos/4 Fresnel knows what
the camera sees.
studio.etcconnect.com

visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com
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ClearOne Announces New BMA 360 Beamforming Microphone Array Ceiling Tile

ClearOne has announced its new BMA 360,
which the company states is the world’s most
technologically advanced Beamforming Microphone
Array Ceiling Tile, delivering unequalled audio
performance and deployment ease.
The ClearOne BMA 360 is the world’s first truly
wideband, frequency invariant beamforming mic
array with uniform gain response across all frequency
bands. With FiBeam technology, conference
participants will experience the ultimate in natural
and full fidelity audio across all beams and within a
single beam.
Deep sidelobe beamforming, DsBeam, provides
unparalleled maximum sidelobe depth, below -40
dB, resulting in superior rejection of reverberation
and noise in difficult spaces for superb clarity and
intelligibility.
The BMA 360 is based on a dramatically new
approach to beamforming that provides a new
beam topology to easily achieve distortion-free,
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full 360-degree coverage of any room shape and
any seating arrangement using ClearOne Audio
Intelligence.
Further advancements in adaptive steering (think of
it as smart switching) provide impeccable coverage
of each conference participant as well as support for
camera tracking.
In addition to the advancements in beamforming
technology, the 6G Acoustic Echo Cancellation
(AEC) delivers unmatched per-beam full-duplex
audio performance. On-board audio algorithms,
like noise reduction, filtering, and Automatic
Level Control, eliminate the need for per-beam
processing in a DSP mixer - requiring fewer DSP
mixer resources. Finally, robust built-in amplifiers,
configurable as 4 x 15 Watt or 2 x 30 Watt, provide
flexibility for driving loudspeakers.
ClearOne’s breakthrough technologies, FiBeam,
DsBeam, and 6G AEC combine to create VividVoice,
a significant advancement for professional
conferencing.

NOVEMBER 2020
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The integrated features in the BMA 360 significantly
reduce system design complexity, simplify
installation, consume less rack space, and lower
system cost. The BMA 360 also supports daisychaining of up to three ceiling tiles via P-Link for
divisible rooms, or larger conference setups – for
simpler wiring, longer distances, and lower-cost
deployments compared to networked “home-run”
connections via Ethernet.
Simple, single-workflow configuration is provided
by a new release of ClearOne’s CONSOLE® AI
software. Competing products require practitioners to
program multiple system components with different
toolsets: Ethernet switches, ceiling tiles, DSP mixers,
and the Dante controller.

NOVEMBER 2020

Solutions Update
The BMA 360 supports three different ceiling grid
sizes: 24 in, 600 mm, and 625 mm. It incorporates
a VESA-standard hole pattern that supports pole
mounting. Hard-ceiling mount accessory kits are also
available.
ClearOne’s BMA technology is protected by at least
a dozen patents and pending patent applications.
The BMA 360 is now shipping worldwide.
clearone.com/360
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Powersoft Introduces a New Way to Easily Design, Manage and Control Install
Projects
Any analogue or AES3 signal can be converted
into Dante and shared over the network through the
Dante Matrix, which is now natively integrated within
ArmoníaPlus. Patching between amplifiers and Dante
sources is only done when needed, which allows the
creation of offline sources, and provides a lighter
solution for systems that require the selection of
Dante sources.
ArmoníaPlus 2.0 introduces a series of solutions
aimed at remotely controlling key system
functionalities: zone level control, source selection,
and system scene selection:

The latest update to Powersoft’s industry leading
ArmoníaPlus software will give system integrators
the tools to easily manage even the most intricate of
fixed install (FI) projects through its dedicated Install
Skin. This new version redefines what Powersoft
amplifiers are capable of, delivering a plethora of
new features and streamlining existing ones.
Although Live Sound projects in ArmoníaPlus
will maintain the same intuitive structure from the
original version, Install System projects now reflect
the needs of system integrators for sources and
zones management, allowing the creation of fully
customisable user interfaces and controls in the new
Views Designer.
As well making FI projects easier and simpler,
ArmoníaPlus 2.0 can now serve as the gateway
into the Powersoft world itself. By registering a
copy, users will be able to gain access to the new
MyPowersoft online platform through a single sign-in
procedure.
Powersoft amplifiers are now capable of managing
mono, stereo, and multichannel sources and zones.
This allows for decentralised system processing that
eliminates the need for an external matrix in many
applications, and can also reduce the number of
cable runs, resulting in simpler and more effective
installations.
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Passive Controls – The WM Level and WM Select
can be shared over the network, meaning that a
passive wall controller can be connected to one
amplifier via GPI and control the parameters of
other devices in the same network. WM Level
controllers can be configured to adjust the level of
an amplifier output, as well as of single or multiple
zones. WM Select controllers can be set to work as
source selectors for a zone, or configured as scene
selectors that allow users to choose from different
system configurations with the turn of a knob.
WebViews – The Views Designer makes it possible
to create dozens of customisable user interfaces
(Views) to control and monitor the functionalities of
multiple sources and zones. These can be accessed
from any mobile device with a web browser.
Powersoft System Control – A dedicated app
that allows users to control their system Views and
to quickly load their ArmoníaPlus project designs
to the amplifiers and external controls. The app
configuration is also done in the new Views Designer.
The new ArmoníaPlus 2.0 is available for download
HERE.
www.powersoft.com
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ETC introduces ArcLamp Flicker, new drivers, and ArcSystem Pro Four-Cell Pendant

The award-winning ArcLamp LED solution from ETC
gets an upgrade with the addition of a new Flicker
variant as well as new driver options. Ideal for use in
themed environments, the specialized Flicker lamp
creates a 2700 K Fade to Warm effect by flickering
randomly to imitate candlelight. Flicker lamps can
also be used at constant brightness by changing the
DMX value on its single control channel.

line now features both Four-Cell Round and Pendant
options, depending on a facility’s mounting needs.
The popular Four-Cell Round allows your choice
of hanging hardware, such as a clamp, threaded
rod or aircraft cable to be secured to the fixture’s
captive hanging point. The Pendant option includes
a traditional stem kit with canopy, complete with
internal wiring to provide a clean finish.

New ArcLamp driver form factors are now available,
including wall mount and rack mount options for
the 350 and 700 versions. The list below offers an
overview of the updated ArcLamp driver range:
• 150 size: supports 25 ArcLamps, available in wall
mount only
• 350 size: supports 60 ArcLamps, available in both
wall mount and rack mount
• 700 size: supports 120 ArcLamps, available in both
wall mount and rack mount

The new Pendant option provides a full range
100-277V input along with an optional, UL 924
listed variant taking care of emergency egress
requirements.

Along with the ArcLamp updates, ETC has added
the ArcSystem Pro Four-Cell Pendant to its family of
architectural LED luminaires. With this solution, the

www.etcconnect.com
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Both Four-Cell Pendant and Round are available in
black, white, and custom colour finishes, with a
clean, round form that looks classic in any venue.
The Pendant offers stem lengths ranging from 6 to 96
inches, with custom lengths available.
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Solutions Update
Extron USB-C to HDMI Interface
Designed for Reliable ProAV
Installations

Extron has announced the immediate availability of
the USB-C HD 101 interface that converts USB-C
signals to HDMI, providing an easy way to integrate
USB-C sources into an existing AV system. The
interface provides up to 60 watts of power to charge
a connected USB-C source device and it supports
USB-C Alt Mode video resolutions up to 4K/60 for use
by any AV device or system with an HDMI input.
"With the growing number of source devices that
have a USB-C output, we know integrators are
looking for simple and convenient solutions that
integrate USB-C signals into new and existing
spaces," says Casey Hall, Vice President of
Worldwide Sales and Marketing at Extron. "Offering
high quality USB-C to HDMI signal conversion and
the ability to provide up to 60 watts of power to a
connected device, the USB-C HD 101 is a versatile,
compact solution that fits easily into any installation."
The USB-C HD 101 includes an internal Extron
Everlast power supply that uses USB Power Delivery
to provide power and charging capabilities to a
source laptop. For convenient mounting, it can be
located within furniture or under a table using the
included ZipClip 200 mounting accessory. The
compact one-quarter rack width metal enclosure can
also mount in an equipment rack with an optional
rack mounting shelf.

Outline Presents the World's Toughest
Compact Power Amplifier

The L3000 has been created to offer a compact,
powerful DSP-equipped multi-channel amplifier
that can be configured to drive most loudspeaker
configurations. Additionally (and uniquely) its
form factor eschews the traditional 19” rackmount
format, its mechanism being housed in a supertough, lightweight chassis using the same
materials and roadworthy polyurea external
coating as Outline’s tour-grade loudspeakers.
Its modest dimensions make it ideal for a huge
range of audio installation projects, notably those
where space constraints make it impossible or
impractical to find space for traditional amplifier
racks. L3000 allows 3,000w of pure audio power
to be tucked away out of sight, under a bar, on a
shelf, in a cupboard or anywhere that’s convenient
to the application...but if you really want to put it in
a rack, Outline also supply a dedicated rackmount
kit that allows one or two L3000s to be secured in
standard enclosure.
Featuring two inputs and four outputs, the unit’s
routing and operational parameters are configured
using Armonía Plus, the amplifier's management
software which also offers control of input / output
levels and EQ, delay, polarity, crossover filters
and limiter settings. Its combination of power,
onboard DSP control and flexible operation make
it an extremely cost-effective option for powering
virtually any installed sound system.
l3000.outline.it

www.extron.com/usb-c-hd
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Shure Adds New Portable Conference Units For Microflex Complete Digital
Conference System
this allows them to hold meetings in
more spacious locations, such as
gymnasiums, conference centers, hotel
ballrooms, and other areas.

In addition to the new MXC customization program
announced on Aug. 6, Shure has extended the
MXC Digital Conference System to include new
delegate units for straightforward conference and
discussion applications. Available globally now,
the MXC605 portable conference units are ideal
for local city councils, board meetings, and other
structured events. These units have a simple feature
set, interpretation capability, scalability up to 3,800
units, and compatibility with the full range of MXC
components and software.
Designed to keep meetings on course, the MXC
Digital Conference System provides an efficient,
effective experience for leaders and participants
alike. Powerful functionality like agenda control,
interpretation, and identity verification ensure every
meeting is successfully managed.
The MXC605 portable unit can operate in Chair,
Delegate, Interpreter, or Ambient modes. With
best-in-class audio, robust software, and seamless
integration, end-users get a system to match nearly
every situation, meeting format, or purpose.

Shure also offers additional overlay
options, including:
• MXC605-ACC-SPK+FUN: Speak and
function button overlay for MXC605 with
volume control and channel selector
• MXC605-ACC-SPK: Speak button
overlay for MXC605 with volume control
and channel selector
• MXC605-ACC-INT: Interpreter control
overlay for MXC605 with speak and
function buttons, volume control and
channel selector for interpreter.
Additional MXC605 variants for installed applications
will be announced shortly.
The MXC605 is part of the complete MXC Digital
Conference System, which offers several benefits,
including:
• Integrates anywhere – With a variety of portable,
flush-mounted, and modular conference units,
installation is easy, no matter the location.
• Scalable solution – For the largest conferences with
thousands of delegates to smaller configurations in
boardrooms or council chambers, it provides sound
quality and control for nearly every type of event.
• Capacity – Designed for formal meetings with up to
3,800 participants.
• Control – Microphones can be controlled by users
or by a designated chairperson. Allows voting,
agenda,identity verification, speech time control, and
more.
• Global access – Supports up to 31 interpretation
channels for multi-lingual conferences.
www.shure.com/mxc

They are quick to set up for those instances when a
wireless system is not ideal. For governments who
want to meet in-person, but maintain safer distances,
NOVEMBER 2020
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BYOM: The Future of Workplace Productivity

Picture courtesy of Barco
We have all heard of BYOD (Bring Your Own Device). In 2010 in a research done by Intel, it was found that
“61% of Generation Y and 50% of 30+ workers believe the tech tools they use in their personal lives are more
effective and productive than those used in their work life.” Since then BYOD has become to a large extent
a normal practice. Recently BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) is making a strong case as to the future of
workplace productivity.
SI Asia discusses BYOM with Marc Remond, Vice President, Meeting and Learning experiences, Barco
APAC, who were one of the earliest proponents of the term BYOM as well as Biamp’s Product Marketing
Manager, Chris Fitzsimmons and Yael Chicheportiche, Director of VIA, Kramer.

Marc Remond
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Chris Fitzsimmons

Yael Chicheportiche
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Brief us as to how or why BYOM came about.

What are the benefits of BYOM?

Marc: The concept of BYOM arose from the need to
offer a collaboration solution that could enable users
to interact seamlessly while using their own set of
preferred devices. According to the “The Future of
Meetings” white paper launched last year by Barco
ClickShare, in association with independent research
agency Savanta, 72% of employees, globally, carry
at least two devices into the meeting room. BYOM
emerged from Barco’s focus on ensuring that these
devices could function as the source of the meeting,
thus eliminating unnecessary delays while permitting
users to enjoy all the familiar benefits of the Unified
Communication or video-conferencing tools and AV
USB-peripherals available in the room.

Chris: BYOM provides even more flexibility to users.
They can use their video conferencing platform of
choice with ease, which saves time, doesn’t limit their
capacity and increases their confidence, rather than
having to use systems that they are not familiar with.

Chris: A natural extension of BYOD, BYOM is
appealing to many because it enables people to
conduct meetings, from their preferred devices
and UC platforms, wherever they are, enabling
productive collaboration in an easy and accessible
way. As users have become accustomed to using
personal laptops, tablets, and smartphones as their
primary devices for work, they naturally want to use
them to run meetings as well—these devices are
more familiar, comfortable, and easier to use. Also,
as the industry moved away from dedicated video
endpoints, it became possible to join meetings using
these personal devices and BYOM exploded.
Yael: BYOM emerged because we were looking to
take meetings and collaboration beyond the limits of
a physical space and to reflect the changing needs
of the market. The key to this is flexibility, especially
since the Covid-19 pandemic which brought a
major rise globally in people working from home and
having more distance between them when they are
in offices.By extending our VIA capabilities outside
of a single space, our customers can interact with
anyone, from anywhere, whether they are in the
office or working with remote participants. They can
simply start up their laptop and use the high-quality
equipment around them, instantly.

NOVEMBER 2020

Yael: With BYOM, meetings get started faster
because there’s no learning curve; instead, users
are leveraging personal devices on which they
are extremely comfortable and fluent. In order to
make BYOM even more powerful, it’s important
to make it easy and simple to connect with any
technology that’s already in existing meeting rooms,
including more advanced signal processing, echo
cancellation, microphones, speakers, and cameras.
Marc: As more and more global organizations
embrace new ways of working, the demand for
remote collaboration solutions is exploding. Software
and cloud-based conferencing solutions have made
joining virtual meetings, from anywhere and using
any device, easier and more affordable but there
are still several issues related to team meeting
experience in various workspaces.
Barco’s ClickShare Conference, which enables
BYOM, simplifies the experience and increases the
adoption of video meetings across spaces. The
differentiated meeting room solution is agnostic by
design and enables IT and AV teams to support
any conferencing, communication, and streaming
tool in the market. ClickShare Conference offers an
improved meeting experience to all participants, both
local and remote.
Benefits of BYOM include making remote meetings
faster, hassle-free, and truly impressive, connecting
users to cameras, speakerphones, soundbars and
other USB-peripherals in the room for a better,
more immersive meeting experience. The concept
revolutionizes meetings and wireless conferencing
by combining connectivity, security, and innovation,
thus offering a solution for the high-pressure put on
IT departments to support different conferencing
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tools. BYOM also brings person-centric experiences
and multi-purpose collaboration spaces to the work
environment.
What are the challenges related to BYOM?
Yael: The challenges related to most BYOM
platforms are similar to those of BYOD. If a user
has a relatively new MacBook, for example, she/he
needs a USB-C cable to connect to the room display,
and the meeting room might only have HDMI or
VGA connectivity. That user would then need to find
an adaptor, the right cable, and the right length of
cable, all of which slows down meeting productivity
or possibly even prevents the meeting from
taking place! The same challenges also apply for
connecting that same MacBook to the professional
camera, mic and speakers installed in the room.
VIA’s wireless connectivity functionality takes away
all this stress by allowing anyone from any device to
connect without cables. This also increases security
for the user, as their personal credentials for their
video conferencing accounts are already set up on
their device, and don’t need to be re-entered into any
third-party platform.
Wireless functionality also has the benefits of not
requiring users to touch any equipment in meeting
rooms, a key consideration when looking at how
to keep workplaces Covid-free. All systems are
controlled from the individual’s device and start
remotely, without the need to handle cables, dongles
or on/off switches.
Marc: BYOM has become extremely popular
because of the easy-to-use and seamless manner
of collaboration it enables. Talking about security
issues, the hybrid workplace faces a very real threat
from cyberattacks and when applying the BYOM
concept, it is imperative that all measures are taken
to negate security threats.At Barco, we specifically
developed the following processes as well as had
ClickShare ISO27001 certified to ensure all security
issues and vulnerabilities relating to BYOM are
handled proactively – Security controls have been
implemented based on an extensive risk assessment
and are periodically reviewed during audit and their
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effectiveness verified. The necessary fixes and
advanced features are included with every quarterly
release. Products have been designed with security
as a priority and we are committed to secure all
processes as well as people involved. Barco also
has a dedicated Product Security Incident Response
Team (PSIRT) that continuously monitors privacy and
security risks and drives security improvements.
Additionally, the software and hardware agnostic
nature of the BYOM solution ensures that it is a
completely secure concept that can be leveraged by
users without any challenges.
Chris: It is often easier for the user to leverage
their own device because they don’t have to learn
anything new, and there are no new issues with
BYOM that organizations aren’t already solving with
BYOD strategies. That said, companies will want
to ensure workers have access to reliable, high
performing technology and correctly provisioned
infrastructure (including wireless) to make sure
the BYOM experience is as good as it can be.
Additionally, facilitating guest access to internal
wired or wireless networks can be a security
concern. Modena Hub+ addresses this with dual
network capabilities that separate guests from
corporate wireless users for added security.
How does shifting to BYOM affect the current
installation/settings in an office?
Marc: The typical office space has been undergoing
structural changes for some time now, and the
current pandemic situation has necessitated remote
working culture – accelerating the adoption of
hybrid workspaces. Now, we will see fewer walledoff offices, and more collaboration spaces to host
meetings, conferences, and other company-wide
events.
As Barco’s BYOM solution is triple agnostic,
shifting to the workstyle does not affect the current
installation or settings in an office in any way.
However, smart workplace designs will enable an
agile and safe workspace plan. More than ever, when
going back to actual workplaces, enterprises will
want to keep the workforce connected, collaborating,
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and safe, and get business moving again. In fact,
BYOM will enable enterprises to turn their meeting
rooms into collaborative spaces where on-site and
remote colleagues can be connected seamlessly,
ensuring interactive and immersive meeting
experiences.
Chris: BYOM works great in a small space using
an individual device’s standard microphone,
camera, and speakers; however, it’s really important
to amplify the performance for larger meetings
by connecting into the microphones, speakers,
cameras, and signal processing in rooms designed
for anything more than a couple people. Fortunately,
using wireless solutions such as Modena eliminates
a lot of cabling needs and simplifies cabling
provision in tables for laptops. It also removes a lot of
requirements for adaptors and different cable types.
BYOM tools such as Modena also open up
environments beyond traditional meeting rooms
as new meeting spaces. Consequently, installers
will need to consider how to add facilities in nontraditional locations, such as common areas or open
plan flexible work areas, that were not originally
provisioned for such uses. And, crucially, wireless
network access needs to be robust in all areas where
BYOM is intended to be provided.
Yael: With the Kramer VIA software, no physical
hardware needs to change as it works with existing
meeting room solutions. Accessing the wireless
BYOM connectivity feature is a simple update, or an
out-of-the-box solution if purchasing new.
So BYOM is here to stay?
Chris: Business communication has evolved rapidly
in the last year due to COVID-19, accelerating or
introducing numerous new trends, such as BYOM.
After months of remote work, many employees are
used to working with their preferred device and with
their preferred UC platforms. BYOM also reduces
points of contact between users and devices in
conference rooms or other collaboration spaces,
helping to keep meetings touch-free and hygienic.
Even as some workers migrate back to the office,
BYOM behaviours have become ingrained for
NOVEMBER 2020
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many and will continue to impact how, where, and
with what tools workers choose to collaborate with
colleagues, partners, or customers in the future.
Yael: BYOM is absolutely here to stay! The rise in
hybrid working patterns, with people going between
the office and home environments, makes it more
important than ever for the technology being used to
create professional quality meetings to be flexible.
People are also using the office in different ways
due to social distancing precautions. Meeting rooms
aren’t being used in the way they once were, so
break out spaces that enable individuals or small
groups of colleagues to conduct video conferences
have seen a rise in popularity. The solutions need to
ensure the best user experience wherever people
are based to keep the workforce connected and
seamlessly collaborating.
Marc: The workplace is undergoing a fundamental
transformation. With the social distancing
necessitated by Covid-19, automation of jobs,
a peak in freelance work and the gig economy,
offering flexible and hybrid work environments is
crucial. Millennial and Gen Z employees, who are
comfortable harnessing online sharing technologies
like Google docs, online gaming, social media,
cloud-based apps and more, prove to be natural
collaborators. Their expectations for business
technology are driven by their digital lifestyles.
Workplace strategy is key to companies who
want to attract and retain young talent and unlock
productivity and resilience in their workforce.
With BYOM enabling all the varied hybrid work
requirements, Barco believes that the trend is here
to stay, and our innovative ClickShare Conference is
geared up to enable the hybrid new workstyle.
What is your BYOM solution?
Yael: Kramer’s range of VIA wireless presentation
and collaboration solutions were initially designed
for BYOD connectivity in meeting rooms. Meeting
participants can connect wirelessly from their own
device, including laptops, tablets and phones,
allowing them to share content and collaborate with
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meeting participants by annotating documents,
saving and sharing files.
This has evolved from BYOD to BYOM, so that
these great connectivity features are extended from
outside of designated meeting spaces and into all
areas where people meet and want to collaborate
together, whether that’s in person or through video
conferences.
The wireless connectivity is a key feature that has
been developed to eliminate the need for additional
cables, saving significant time getting meetings set
up. This allows enhanced user flexibility because
instead of starting a video conference from a device
in the meeting room, participants use their own
laptop and start whichever VC platform they prefer
to use, whilst still instantly connecting to the in-room
accessories. This ensures the best user experience
from wherever they are.
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is only as good as its people and we believe that
empowering them with effective tools not only brings
out the best results, but also gives us a competitive
advantage.
Barco’s innovative solution ClickShare Conference
boosts team collaboration by enabling seamless
and secure communication and ensuring that all
members of the team feel included in the meeting.
It enables personalization and efficiency in hybrid
workplaces, boosting team collaboration. Users are
not tied to any specific video conferencing apps
as ClickShare Conference is software agnostic
and offers users the flexibility to “Bring Your Own
Meeting” (BYOM) as the solution supports the use

Marc: 2020 has been a transformative year for hybrid
work. Across the globe, people had to adapt to
remote working, with only essential service providers
being allowed to work on-site. The successful
transformation to a digital workplace requires
effective team collaboration, supported by real-time
solutions that enable bright outcomes. A business
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Barco ClickShare in action

of a wide range of cameras and speakerphones.
Some of the intuitive features of our BYOM solution
include seamless content sharing via a single click,
enhanced interactivity with easy annotation and
whiteboarding functions, and automatic updates
through the XMS (Cloud) Management Platform.
Chris: Biamp is uniquely positioned to contribute
to the growing trend of Bring Your Own Meeting
(BYOM) with two different solutions. Devio is
a conferencing hub that provides users with
exceptional AV experiences when using web-based
conferencing systems on their own devices. Intended
for huddle rooms or small conference rooms, Devio
uses Beamtracking microphones and a professional
grade DSP to upgrade the audio quality of the user’s
device. The user simply plugs in via a single USB
cable and is automatically connected to the room AV.

Biamp Devio

Our Modena family of Wireless Presentation Systems
enables users to access a space’s AV equipment
and share content with colleagues, in the room
or remotely, directly from their device or via their
preferred UC system, without connecting any cables.

Modena Hub / Hub+

With Modena Hub or Modena Hub+, every laptop,
tablet, or mobile device can both share screens
with a display and receive content, resulting in more
comfortable meetings. Modena Server is a multi-room
wireless presentation device. It can support up to
seven collaboration spaces per device, and delivers
screen-sharing, content rebroadcast, and multi-cam
BYOD conferencing. It enables unparalleled flexibility
for organizations, allowing teams to collaborate
anywhere, with no fixed technology required, for a
true BYOM experience.
www.barco.com
www.biamp.com
www.KramerAV.com
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THAILAND

Thai Metropolitan Electricity Authority Elevates Its
Meeting Spaces
Mahajak Development Co., Ltd creates futuristic meeting spaces with industryleading AMX SVSI networked AV solutions

Thai Metropolitan Electricity Authority

FACTFILE
Project Client: Thai Metropolitan
Electricity Authority
Project Location: Bangkok, Thailand
Project Segment: Government
Project Type: Meeting Spaces
Project AV SI: Mahajak Development Co Ltd
Project Highlight: Control and Networked
AV
Project AV (main) brands: HARMAN
professional solutions
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Mahajak Development Co., Ltd creates futuristic
meeting spaces with industry-leading AMX SVSI
networked AV solutions
To elevate experiences of its meeting spaces with
world class AV solutions, the Metropolitan Electricity
Authority collaborated with Mahajak Development
Co., Ltd to install cutting-edge HARMAN Professional
Solutions networked AV and lighting solutions.
Established in 1958, the Metropolitan Electricity
Authority is a state-run electricity and power provider
that services Bangkok, Nonthaburi, and Samut
Prakan. The facilities span across three towers
and include a convention center, an auditorium,
a food center, a nursing home, an exhibition hall
and multiple office spaces. To commemorate the
enterprise’s 61st anniversary, Metropolitan Electricity
Authority hired Mahajak to install state-of-the-art
NOVEMBER 2020
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HARMAN Professional Solutions networked AV and
lighting systems throughout the facilities.
“The client wanted sophisticated AV and lighting
solutions to support their meeting rooms, offices
and convention centers,” said Pongsakorn
Kanchanachayphoom, Director of Project, Mahajak
Development Co. Ltd. “We selected end-to-end AMX
systems, as they support a wide range of distribution
formats and applications, regardless of the distance
between source and destination. We chose Martin
lighting fixtures for their ability to create stunning
visual displays without causing glare.”

INSTALLATION
installed with monitor lifts. There is a continuous
screen helping the audiences to see the presentation
at eye level. The 164” motorized screen and 5,000
ANSI lumens projector are provided with Digital
Matrix 8 * 8 AMX DGX800-ENC with video card.
The control system used AMX NX Series together
with AMX/TPC-iPad wireless control system for
convenience to control all equipments, on and off
functions, and the system can be connected to the
central control. The system can be monitored to
check their functions independently.

The Governor Meeting Room

The MOCMeeting Room

To enable digital voting during meetings, Mahajak equipped the MOC meeting room with an AMX
networked AV system, which can be controlled using
AMX NX series and MKP series control panels or
an AMX TPC-iPad wireless control system. Sound is
routed through a Soundcraft Signature Series mixing
console and distributed to JBL Control series ceiling
loudspeakers via BSS BLU series processors. For the
visual system, an AMX Enova DGX800-ENC digital
media switcher is used to manage video feeds.
The committee room with 50 seats has an audio
system similar to the MOC Room. This room is for
executive meetings and enabled with easy to use
arrangements facilitated by 24” embed monitors
NOVEMBER 2020

Mahajak installed a similar audio system in the
Governor meeting room, along with an impressive
video system featuring multiple embedded 24-inch
video monitors, a 164-inch motorized screen and a
powerful 5,000 ANSI lumens projector. The system is
controlled using the AMX Enova DGX800-ENC; along
with AMX NX series integrated controllers and AMX
TPC-iPad software. Mahajak also equipped three
additional meeting rooms with similar systems.
To enable staff to monitor AV systems throughout
the facilities, Mahajak leveraged AMX Resource
Management Suite (RMS) Enterprise software,
increasing management efficiency. For seamless
streaming between devices, Mahajak installed AMX
SVSI N2000 series encoders and decoders. This
future-proof system comprised of the latest HARMAN
products makes it easy to integrate additional
products or upgrade in the future.
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For added convenience, Mahajak deployed seveninch touch screens in every meeting room to display
the room’s status, such as green for “Available”,
yellow for “Already Booked” and red for “In Use”. On
the exterior of the building, outdoor LED screens and
control equipment were installed to display animations, slide shows, videos, and graphics in full colour
up to 30 meters away from the installation point.

The Auditorium

The auditorium, being the heart of meeting rooms, is
designed like a cinema theatre. Class-leading JBL
Line Array loudspeakers were installed to provide
clear, detailed sound throughout the venue while
supporting multi-functional operation. JBL VerTec
series loudspeakers and subwoofers are mounted
together with JBL AC series and JBL ASB series
loudspeakers to provide powerful sound. Mahajak
selected JBL PRX series loudspeakers as floor
monitors, enabling performers to hear themselves on
stage.
For visual media in the auditorium, Mahajak installed
an AMX HDBaseT system along with an AMX
DGX800-ENC digital media switcher. Three powerful
projectors installed at the back of the room provide
crisp, clear visuals. The system is controlled via iPad
using the AMX TPC-iPad software.

loudspeakers deliver even, balanced coverage
in the Split room, while JBL VRX series line array
loudspeakers and STX series subwoofers deliver
class-leading sound quality in the Merged room.
For visuals, Mahajak equipped the space with an
AMX HDBaseT system and AMX Enova DGX800ENC digital media switcher. Two high-powered
projectors deliver video signals to three motorized
screens and four portable LED TVs. To create
immersive lighting shows in the auditorium, Mahajak
installed a wide range of Martin moving head fixtures,
including the MAC Quantum Profile.
"We required an AV and lighting system that would
facilitate seamless communication while adding a
sophisticated look and feel to our venues,” said a
spokesperson at Metropolitan Electricity Authority.
“The AMX networked AV system provided by
Mahajak satisfied all of our requirements, and its
centralized platform made it very easy for us to
access, maintain and upgrade the system from
anywhere in the buildings."
"Large-scale, multi-purpose venues like the
Metropolitan Electricity Authority require advanced
AV systems to deliver clear sound and visuals," said
Ramesh Jayaraman, VP & GM HARMAN Professional
Solutions, APAC. "HARMAN would like to thank our
partner Mahajak Development Co., Ltd for leveraging
our industry-leading experience in delivering
enterprise-level solutions at a government facility and
for creating a powerful AV solution that helps elevate
the experience of the officials and visitors."
www.mahajak.com
pro.harman.com

In the Seminar rooms, a Soundcraft Si Performer
series mixing console enables the space to be used
as a multi-purpose venue. JBL CBT series column
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TAIWAN

Christie Laser Projectors and Image Processing
Solutions at the Xpark Aquarium
Technologies “transport” visitors to the blue oceans

Visitors enjoying lifelike projections using Christie visual solutions at the newly opened Xpark Aquarium

FACTFILE
Project Client: Xpark Aquarium
Project Location: Taoyuan, Taiwan
Project Segment: Attraction
Project Type: Aquarium
Project AV SI: Dacoms Technology
Project Highlight: Large format projection
and mapping
Project AV (main) brands: Christie Digital

NOVEMBER 2020

Christie laser projectors and image processing
solutions have raised the level of excitement and
sense of immersion with spectacular projections at
the newly opened Xpark Aquarium in Taipei City.
Located in the northwestern municipality of Taoyuan,
Xpark is touted as Taiwan’s first world-class “super
Xtra-sensory” aquarium. It occupies a total area
of 15,000 square meters, houses some 30,000
fishes from more than 300 species and consists
of 13 exhibition areas. Modelled after the famous
Yokohama Hakkeijima Sea Paradise in Japan, it
leverages visual technology solutions extensively to
create the wow factor and enhance the overall visitor
experience.
Recognizing that projection technology is highly
effective in transporting visitors of all ages into
the depths of the deep blue sea, Xpark Aquarium
appointed Christie’s longstanding Taiwanese partner
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Floor projections in the “Healing Jellyfish” exhibition zone

Dacoms Technology, which has over 30 years of
experience in ProAV installations, to install and
commission the projection and image processing
systems across the facility. Dacoms accomplished
the digital projections using 35 Christie DWU850-GS
1DLP laser projectors, 25 Christie Captiva DHD410S
1DLP ultra short throw laser projectors, as well as
an array of Christie Pandoras Box Compact Players,
Pandoras Box Media Players and Pandoras Box
Widget Designer.
“Xpark Aquarium is arguably one of the most
complex and demanding installs that we have
partaken in recent years, but it is also very rewarding
and satisfying,” said Terence Lee, Product Manager,
Dacoms Technology. “We have deployed a total of
60 Christie 1DLP laser projectors to illuminate four
major exhibition zones with dazzling floor and wall
projections that perfectly complement the fascinating
marine life on display. The projected contents
are driven by the versatile Christie Pandoras Box
Compact and Media Players.”
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Lee noted that various factors including long-lasting
laser illumination, performance, colour accuracy
and dependability are considered when deploying
projection equipment in this modern aquatic
museum. “Not only do the projectors have to display
life-like images and natural colour reproduction, they
also need to be rugged enough to withstand highusage conditions, and yet operate silently without
impacting the visitor experience.”
Christie’s GS and Captiva Series laser projectors,
with their powerful performance, small form factor
and ultra-quiet operation, met all the stringent
requirements and emerged as the ideal systems
for this installation. The projectors are paired with
Christie Pandoras Box Compact and Media Players,
which are designed for 24/7 use and is built using
server-grade hardware, for maximum performance
and reliability.
“We have also created a customized program using
the Widget Designer that enables the Pandoras
Box Compact and Media Players to automatically
switch on or shut down all the projectors, audio
NOVEMBER 2020
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A total of 60 Christie 1DLP laser projectors comprising the GS and Captiva Series are used at Xpark Aquarium

equipment, playback systems, as well as display
and lighting systems in the aquarium according to
the opening and closing times. This powerful feature
has helped to automate these daily tasks and allows
the aquarium’s employees to focus on other areas of
their work,” Lee added.
Officially opened on August 7, Xpark Aquarium has
become the most popular attraction in Taiwan and
tickets to the facility are in high demand. Exhibition
zones that feature Christie projections, such as
“Diving in Coral Sea”, “Rainforest Adventure” and
“Healing Jellyfish” are a hit with visitors as the
displayed visuals create a heightened sense of
immersion and illusion that they are exploring a
mysterious and exciting underwater world.

Michael Bosworth, executive vice president,
Enterprise, Christie, commented, “We are delighted
that Dacoms has accomplished a wonderful
installation at Xpark Aquarium, where visitors can
enjoy amazing digital projections that complement
the aquarium’s themes. Christie’s GS and Captiva
laser projectors, combined with the powerful and
robust Christie Pandoras Box family of image
processing solutions, open a world of creative
possibilities and enable users in every application
imaginable to deliver amazing visual experiences.”
PHOTO CREDIT: Dacoms Technology
www.christiedigital.com

The end results of the projections across various
exhibition zones have exceeded expectations, with
visitors and the aquarium’s management lauding
the images as a “stunning display of art and visual
technology” that transforms the look and feel of each
zone, which in turn increases the overall appeal of
Xpark Aquarium
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Small Room Acoustics in the Zoom Era
by Pat Brown

Solving the acoustical problems of small spaces
requires a different palette of tools than those used in
large spaces. Room resonances can extend well up
into the speech range to complicate conferencing,
recording, and online meetings creating some
acoustic surprises.
Small room acoustics is getting a lot more attention
than it used to. I wonder how many spare bedrooms
around the world are now used for Zoom meetings,
online training, and home offices? These small
spaces can present some acoustic surprises. Here is
a tale of one.
Working From Home
The project was to setup a computer workstation
on one wall of a child’s bedroom to serve as a parttime “at home” production environment. The idea is
to emulate the “at work” workstation – an identical
recording setup in a well-controlled room of similar
size. The edits and dubs made at home must blend
seamlessly with the edits and dubs made at work.
This gives the user the freedom to work at either
location.
The room is small, measuring 12’ 4” x 10’ 7” x 8’ (3.76
m x 3.23 m x 2.44 m). A set of bunk beds occupy
one of the long walls. A computer desk occupies the
opposite wall. A large window covers much of one
of the short walls and an entry door and bifold closet
door the other. Two of the walls are drywall on studs
and two of the walls are drywall on concrete block
(1-inch furring strips).
The location of the computer workstation is not
negotiable. It’s the only possible placement given
the layout of the room (Figure 1). The recording mic
is arm’s length from the 27-inch computer screen.
The microphone is the Electro-Voice RE20 This is the
same mic used at work. It was selected because the
Variable-D design provides a cardioid pickup pattern
without a proximity effect. The cardioid pattern is
needed to mitigate the reflection from the computer
screen.
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Figure 1 – The layout of the spare bedroom workspace

The two bunk bed mattresses and carpeted floor
provide sufficient absorption to hold the room’s
decay time to about 300 ms. The “surprise” in this
space is a series of LF resonances that rendered
the room useless for voice-over recording at the
workstation. The room effectively “rings like a bell”
at 140 Hz. This became shockingly apparent upon
the first attempt at recording at the workstation. It
was laughably unusable. Equalization is an obvious
first-try solution, but the required deep filter created
a subjective impression of “something missing that
should be there, and something there that shouldn’t
be.” It just sounded bad. The only workable solution
was a steep high pass filter at 250 Hz. While this
would be okay for some applications, the thin
sounding result would not work for the purpose of
this workstation – to make corrections and dubs on
recordings made at work. The two spaces need
not be exact matches (nor could they be) but they
had to be close enough for speech overdubs to be
seamless.
Figure 2 shows a recording of a 14-sec log
sweep made at the microphone position with the
loudspeaker and recorder placed to emulate the
recording setup. In a perfect (anechoic) world the
sweep amplitude would not change over its duration.
Something is obviously wrong in the LF decade.
The modal region is marked, along with the critical
frequency FC of 400 Hz. Above 400 Hz the room is
transitioning to geometric sound behavior. Below
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400 Hz it behaves more like a bowl of Jello. These
resonances are the most significant acoustic issues
in the space.

Figure 3 - Room Simulator module of Room EQ Wizard.
The vertical lines are the calculated modes. The black trace
is the predicted frequency response. Note the high density
of modes at 140 Hz.
Figure 2 – A 14-sec log sweep recording at the
microphone position. This was used to produce a room
impulse response for further analysis

While there are other significant modes in the
spaces, the “pile up” at 140 Hz is unique.

As is often the case with small room modal issues
one can simply pick a different talker/microphone
position to mitigate (or at least change) the problem.
Simply standing up made an audible change, but
that is not a workable solution for this project.

In addition to the modal behavior, a first order
reflection from the floor, wall, and ceiling produces
an in-phase summation at the microphone position
at 140 Hz since each surface is 1/2-wavelength
from the talker/microphone. This space is a 140 Hz
amplifier at the microphone position!

The Perfect Storm
I immediately suspected a room geometry issue, but
I did not expect “The perfect storm.” The dominant
resonance by far is 140 Hz. That’s a wavelength of
about 8 ft (2.44 m). That “agrees” with the floor-toceiling distance. It’s also in exact agreement with the
round-trip distance from the mic-to-ceiling, mic-tofloor, and the mic-to-wall behind the computer. A
frequency that is this dominant probably has more
than one contributing factor, and there’s a “whole
lotta 8 ft going on” in this room.

Visualizing the Problem
The log sweep recording was processed into the
room impulse response (RIR) using GratisVolver The
RIR was imported into FIRCaptureTM for analysis.
Modes are best viewed using a dual-domain plot of
frequency on the Y-axis and time on the x-axis. This
is the Cumulative Spectral Decay (CSD) plot. Figure
4 shows a 2D frequency/time plot (my preferred view)
and Figure 5 shows a 3D waterfall.

Modelling the Behaviour
Since I suspected a modal contribution to the
problem, I modeled the space in the Room Simulator
of Room EQ Wizard (REW). There are four anti-nodes
present at this position (Figure 3). They are:
3-0-0 Axial length (2 surfaces)
0-0-2 Axial height (2 surfaces)
2-2-0 Tangential length/width (4 surfaces)
1-2-1 Oblique (6 surfaces)
NOVEMBER 2020

Figure 4 - Frequency/Time plot of the RIR
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Figure 5 – 3D (waterfall) plot of Figure 4

The 140 Hz resonance is very high Q (narrow in
frequency) and isolated. This makes it extremely
audible and dominant at the microphone position,
confirming what my ears had already told me.

products I decided on the Modex Plate from RPG
Acoustical Systems. The form factor would work, the
specs looked believable, and RPG and SynAudCon
go back a long way. For what it’s worth, many of the
LF treatment products that I researched looked too
good to be true. How can a 2-inch mineral wool panel
exhibit nearly complete LF absorption? Of course it
can’t. RPG has a science/engineering pedigree and I
knew that the specs could be trusted. These are sold
in sets of four, and while I could use four panels the
cost was prohibitive for this project. They agreed to
sell me two, which I hoped would do the job. Figure 6
shows the absorption data for a Modex Plate.

Possible Treatment Locations
An old trick for determining possible placements
for treatment is to place a loudspeaker at the
talker/microphone position and emit the offending
frequency. One can then wander around the space
and find the “hot spots” by listening or with a sound
level meter. These pressure maxima are the most
effective locations for treatment. This exercise
revealed the mid-point of wall behind the computer,
the ceiling above the mic, and the floor below the
mic as the most promising candidates for treatment
placement. The corners to the left and right of the
workstation also lit up, but over a fairly small region.
I couldn’t treat them all, so I decided to treat the wall
behind the PC. If this proved inadequate, I’d also
place treatment on the ceiling above the workstation.
Treatment Type
The acoustic wavelength of 140 Hz is 8 ft (2.44 m).
A general guideline is that for a porous absorber
to be effective, it should be at least ¼ wavelength
at the frequency of interest. That comes out to 2
ft, which is a very thick absorber. I would get a lot
more action from a resonant panel. After reviewing
the published specifications of lots of LF treatment
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Figure 6 - The sound absorption chart above represents
the octave band performance of the Modex™ LF in a reverberation chamber per ISO 354

Treatment Location
Since the resonance has multiple causes, I knew
that two panels would not completely eradicate
the problem. The objective was to reduce it to an
acceptable level.
My original intent was to place one panel behind the
PC, and one on the ceiling above the PC. Both of
these locations had a very high sound level during
the listening test. Since the ceiling placement was
more of a challenge (ceiling fan, mounting) I initially
just stacked the panels behind the PC. The benefit
was immediately audible, and I breathed a sigh of
relief. It is gratifying when the theory works. Shoe-box
rooms are fairly predictable in the modal range and
the math turned out to be right. Due to the simplicity
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and effectiveness of this placement I decided to
just stick with it. Ideally I would also like one on the
ceiling above the workstation – maybe in the future.
The Results
Figure 7 shows the 2D CSD with the panels in place.
Figure 8 shows the 3D waterfall. Compare these to
Figures 4 and 5. Not only did the panels dampen the
resonance, the Q is reduced. Both serve to reduce
its audibility and dominance on the recordings. I
still applied a 1/1-oct dip filter (-4 dB) at 125 Hz to
subjectively match the speech dubs to those made
in the “at work” space. This broad filter helped
compensate (not correct) for the remaining modal
behavior.

Figure 7 - Frequency/Time plot of the RIR after placement
of the panels

Figure 9 – The Modex plates in place
Conclusion
Most of us have spent our audio careers in large
spaces. We are well-acquainted with large room
problems such as reverberation, signal-to-noise ratio,
and speech intelligibility. Moving forward we must
shift that expertise to small rooms that are dominated
by room modes, noise issues, and microphone
selection and placement. It’s important to match the
theory to the space by recognizing the significance
of critical frequency and resultant acoustical zones.
Small rooms are not typically reverberant. This
“perfect storm” modal issue cannot be analyzed
using reverberation equations.
Room mode measurement, identification, and
treatment is now in the forefront for many audio
professionals. We already have the tools. Everything
needed is in the RIR. The future belongs to those
who can collect it and interpret it.
www.prosoundtraining.com

This article has been reprinted with
permission from prosoundtraining.

Figure 8 – 3D (waterfall) view of the RIR after placement of
the panels.
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Give a new lease of life to your TH Source
Four: Convert it to an LED Version!
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SANI-SPRAY ENVIRO PAD

fEEbEE: The Ultimate SOURCE FOUR RGBALC
LED ENGINE

The Sani-Spray Enviro Pad is a customisable,
fully automated hands-free and differently-abled
friendly sanitisation booth. Suitable for any and all
environment that see high foot traffic, the ENVIRO
Pod is effective by using a misting spray designed
specifically to neutralise up to 99.9% of all bacteria
and viruses in under 10 seconds.,

More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Distributed by: TSB Global Distribution.
Email: ted@tsbglobal.com.sg
Mention SI Asia for a legitimate 5% discount

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.
theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space
available for rental with full audio-visual support & experienced technical crew provided, in order to provide
a seamless experience for you & your guests.
www.tpp.com.sg
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Here's an announcement
to soothe your soul.

Enjoy Cost Effective
Advertising with
Display Ads!
Email: admin@spinworkz.com
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